6.2 vortec mpg

With higher gas prices here to stay, people are looking for ways to improve the gas mileage of
their vehicles. This is especially true of those who own vehicles fitted with large-displacement
engines intended for work-oriented applications such as the Chevy 6. Gas-saving tips can help
owners of this large 8-cylinder engine improve their gas mileage and save money on fuel costs.
Change your driving habits. Abrupt starts, constant hard acceleration and speeding can cause
the Vortec 6. Smooth starts from a standstill, gentle acceleration and staying within the speed
limits can help you save fuel. Change your vehicle's spark plugs, spark plug wires, fluids and
filters when recommended by the manufacturer. Replacing these components helps the Vortec
6. According to the U. Department of Energy, a regularly scheduled tune-up can net a 4 percent
gain in fuel economy. Consolidate the number of stops to make and choose shorter, less
congested routes. Doing so can keep you from wasting fuel on multiple stops, especially in
vehicles equipped with an engine as large as the Vortec 6. Eliminate any excess weight you're
carrying around. If you have heavy equipment or objects in your vehicle that you don't need to
carry around, remove them. While most vehicles that have the Vortec 6. Make sure your tires are
properly inflated. Tires that are under-inflated create excess drag that can not only bring your
gas mileage down, but also lead to premature tire failure and unsafe handling. Locate the
recommended psi rating on the sidewall of your tire and check the tire's current air pressure
with a tire-pressure gauge. Turn off your engine when idling for extended periods of time. Idling
does nothing but waste fuel and produce unnecessary pollution, especially with an engine as
large as the Vortec 6. Mark Robinson is a freelance graphic designer and writer. Since he has
contributed to various online publications, specializing in topics concerning automotive repair,
graphic design and computer technology. How to Improve Chevy 6. Step 1 Change your driving
habits. Step 2 Change your vehicle's spark plugs, spark plug wires, fluids and filters when
recommended by the manufacturer. Step 3 Consolidate the number of stops to make and
choose shorter, less congested routes. Step 4 Eliminate any excess weight you're carrying
around. Step 5 Make sure your tires are properly inflated. References U. That jumbo SUV
registered Now, GM has paired the aforementioned truck with the aforementioned engine. Is the
6. Are the Sierra and its Chevrolet Silverado twin well suited to the 6. What are the 6. Are the
alternatives superior? Included in that cost is the charge for the 8-speed automatic. The 6. At
Chevrolet, the 6. In a sense, because the 5. Strangely, General Motors says the horsepower and
torque peaks are the same for both the 6. Trucks with that Max Trailering Package can also
carry more weight in the bed, but the 6. Hidden behind those figures is an engine which feels
like it makes its torque at a more accessible point on the tachometer than the 5. The 5.
Constantly on the lookout for opportunities to get a little bit sideways, always mindful that an
unoccupied off-ramp is as gratifying for a high-powered truck as an unoccupied airplane
restroom is for a passenger who drank three cans of Sprite before nodding off for four hours.
Perfectly acceptable. A slightly heavier Sierra Denali with the 6. Not just sports car quick circa
Although numerous 9-speed transmissions have failed to impress, from the Chrysler to the
Jeep Cherokee to the Acura TLX, the modern move toward 8-speed autos has been a revelation
in many high-priced vehicles, including the Audi SQ5. This 8-speed, however, is less refined
than the ZF gearbox found in many premium cars. True, the majority of time in the Sierra is
spent with the 8-speed masking its very presence, as the best non-sport-minded automatic
transmissions should. Could GM recalibrate the throttle in their pickups to make the trucks feel
less sleepy? Sure they could. But if they do, maintaining some of the progression would be
nice. Yet EcoBoost torque feels even more plentiful, because it reaches that lb-ft peak at just
rpm, enabling your right foot to ride a wave throughout the rev range. Alas, the F EcoBoost
sounds like a vacuum. The 3. The Ram EcoDiesel is rated at a low 8. Consuming regular fuel at a
rate of The GMC Sierra 5. Be up front. Look yourself in the mirror. If you want a big truck, you
want the biggest, baddest V8 there is under the hood of that truck. Follow on Twitter
goodcarbadcar and on Facebook. L86 EcoTec3 6. Auto Brands. Engine: 6. Curb Weight: pounds
Length: See all results. This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our
website. By continuing to use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks.
Not A Single 6. Which GM V8 engine is best in a pickup truck? Is it the 5. We recently received
this question from Abe H at ask tfltruck. I am looking to purchase a new truck this summer. My
question is: would you recommend the 6. I already have a Sierra with the 5. However, I have
read a lot of good things about the 6. I know that the 6. I watched your comparison between the
two and am now leaning towards the 6. My only remaining questions are: how reliable is the 6. I
found a dealership with lots of 6. Abe, thank you for sending your question. The engines you
are considering now in the truck are part of the next EcoTec3 generation. This generation of
engines came out as part of the model year. Unfortunately, we do not currently test every new
truck for reliability. We had several long-term new trucks recently, but no new GM V8 trucks yet.
This is why we are posting your question here so we can get some feedback from the TFLtruck

community. Personally, I would get the 5. This is because I generally do not tow over 7, lbs, and
I do not tow very often with my personal truck. GM offers the 6. If you plan to tow often and tow
a relatively heavy, then go for the 6. Home TFLbids. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your
password? Password recovery. Recover your password. Get help. The Fast Lane Truck. Home
Ask TFLtruck. GMC Sierra vs. What do you guys think? What are your experiences with the 5.
Here is our direct comparison between the existing not 5. Popular Posts. Latest Reviews. Andre
Smirnov - February 12, 0. This new Chevy Silverado Jackal truck by Paxpower. January 25,
January 21, December 24, December 17, October 25, Latest News. Zach Butler - February 16, 0.
Recent reports strongly hint at GM's intention to build a supercharged Escalade â€” a notion
Cadillac dismissed as "complete speculation" when we asked them. Video: Is The Honeymoon
Over? These Are the Things I Love January 16, January 2, November 26, November 2, August 2,
Which is More Reliable: 3. Which Silverado Engine to Get: 5. August 31, All rights reserved. In
redesigning its full-size Silverado pickup for , Chevrolet proceeded with caution. The styling
isn't quite as staid as last time but not terribly daring, either. The materials mix has evolved but
isn't revolutionary, and the chassis and suspension have been updated rather than rethought.
There are changes in the engine room, but they're on the periphery, with a 2. Traditional V-8s
are again the mainstays and are available in two sizes: 5. The latter is the largest engine offered
in a half-ton pickup, aimed at buyers who hold fast to the tenet that there's no replacement for
displacement. Aside from its cylinder-deactivation programming, the naturally aspirated 6. Its
horsepower and lb-ft of torque earn barstool-bragging rights over not only Ford's 5. None of
those engines can muster horsepower, and the nearest competing torque figure is the Ram's
lb-ft. Ford's Raptor-strength twin-turbo 3. Unsurprisingly, perhaps, the 6. This all-wheel-drive
crew-cab High Country lunges from zero to 60 mph in 5. Its quarter-mile time of The
EcoBoost-powered F Limited, however, is quicker still, hitting 60 mph in 5. The 6. But this
big-displacement V-8 doesn't have a big personality. The engine is felt but not much heard
except when you really open it up, and then the sound is more induction roar than showy
exhaust burble. Frankly, the Ram's 5. The speed shuffles through more gears than seems
necessary during gentle acceleration, and when you call for more urgent movement it's not
always decisive in selecting the right ratio. Typical of full-size pickups, the Chevy's
high-sidewall tires help mask the harshness of broken pavement. Yet, riding on heavy inch
wheels like our test truck's, the ride can get bouncy and the suspension hops over broken
pavement, with midcorner bumps sending shudders through the Silverado's chassis and
causing the truck to skip sideways. From behind the wheel, this half-ton pickup drives bigger,
almost like a HD model, and is not nearly as refined as the latest F or Ram This is a big, blocky
machine with lane-filling width that makes it seem oversize on narrow roads and in most
parking lots. The steering, at least, inspires some confidence with its appropriate heft. The
camera view pops up automatically when you shift into reverse and can be called up manually
via the touchscreen, but a dedicated hard button would be more convenient. The High Country
is the apex of pickup finery at the Chevrolet store. And while the whole concept of "pickup
finery" might be relatively recent, the High Country already trails the cowboy-luxe interiors of
the fanciest Rams and Fords. It has leather, a two-tone color scheme, a perfunctory bit of
fake-wood trim, and not much else. Maybe Chevrolet didn't want to step on the snakeskin boots
of the GMC Sierra Denali, even though that truck brings only a slightly nicer level of polish.
While it lags in finery, the Silverado cabin excels in functionality. The wide center console has
multiple stowage cubbies including one that wirelessly charges your inductive-capable
smartphone , so you'll actually be able to use the cupholders for beverages. But the neatest
stowage might be that tucked behind hidden doors in the rear seatbacks. Chevrolet's
touchscreen infotainment interface is easy to use and modern-looking, and the presentation of
this pickup's various knobs, switches, and buttons is logical and gimmick-free. The Silverado's
available 6. For buyers shopping the top trim levels, it may provide a reassuring affirmation that
even in these changing times, one can still get a big pickup with a hearty V New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and
Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View
Photos. Michael Simari Car and Driver. Expand Collapse. This content is created and maintained
by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You
may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests. This listing is for part or
sub-assembly number given below only. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Performance Chip Chevrolet Silverado 4.
Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge.

Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in new window or tab. Seller information speedzone-tuners Contact seller. Visit store.
See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as
guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update immediately. Add to
Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item
description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item location:. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens
in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. How to Turbo- and Supercharge Vortec Engine 5. Report item opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy
and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request.
Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not
available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle
s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended.
Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by speedzone-tuners.
Better throttle response. Faster Acceleration from Smoother shifting in automatic
transmissions. More torque and better towing ability. Reduce turbo lag. Save fuel - smoother
idle. Up to 50HP Increase. How Does It Work? When you plug it in, your chip begins reading and
recording the data from your ECU. As you drive, the chip pairs with the ECU and makes
adjustments to throttle, acceleration, idle, etc. Our chip is dyno tested and is built to optimize
your vehicles ECU for improved performance. The chip is designed to work with the ECU to
provide more power, torque and acceleration. No special tools required. This chip can be
removed at any time. This will return your vehicle to stock. The process is very simple and does
not harm the vehicle. Removing the chip will reset it. Give the chip time to pair with the vehicle's
ECU and you will be suprised by the added torque. Yes, it works on both types of
transmissions. While it's true that dealers don't like performance upgrades, this unit removes
extremely easy. The best method is to remove the chip before taking the vehicle to the dealer
for service to avoid any problems. If you are not happy with your purchase, send it back for a
full refund. Try it out and see the value. Any questions or concerns please don't hesitate to send
me a message. Thank you for your time. The item for sale in this listing is sold by
speedzone-tuners ebay store. We sell products that are fully compatible and fit with the vehicles
mentioned in the ad and compatibility charts. Thank You. Powered by SixBit's eCommerce
Solution. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location.
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